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S.R.O.--A capacity crowd filled the Washington Room for a visit of the Red Cross 
Bloodmobile. More than 300 students and staff members gave blood, a record for the 
college. Mrs. John E. Fay (right) of West Hartford, seen taking a blood sample from 
the ear lobe of Trinity student Marilyn Reid, was one of many Red Cross volunteers 
who participated. The blood drive was sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity. 
$425,000 in Annual Giving 
Sought to Balance/ 1971-72 Budget 
The College has set an Annual Giving 
goal -of $425,000 for the current 
academic year, 1971-72. 
This is the amount needed to make 
ends meet in an operational budget to 
maintain high quality. 
The College again will seek its Annual 
Giving goal from the five major sources 
which last year contributed or pledged 
over $400,000. 
The 1970-71 drive enabled the College 
to balance its last operating budget, a 
drall)lltic turnaround from the two 
previous years and a positive show of 
confidence at a time when many of the 
nation's colleges and universities were 
showing increasing deficits. 
The College's operational budget for 
the current fiscal year (July 1971 to June 
30, 1972) is $7,877,200. The 1971-72 
estimated income from tuitions and fees 
is $4,340,500 and from auxiliary 
enterprises (dormitories, dining hall, etc.) 
is $1,591,000. 
The difference of $1 ,605,000 will have 
to come from other sources. An 
estirna ted $1 , 180,000 will come from 
income from endowment which provides 
what is described as "hidden 
scholarships" for every student from 
substantial contributions made by others 
in the immediate and distant past. Part of 
the balance is the Annual Giving goal of 
$425,000 which will be sought from the 
following: 
Alumni Fund $250,000 
Parents Fund $85,000 
Business and Industry $60,000 
Friends of the College $15,000 
Foundations $15,000 
The Annual Giving drive, which is 
being launched this month and will 
conclude June 30 is being headed again 
nationally by Barclay Shaw, · '35, 
chairman of the Board of Trustees. 
Donors wishin'g to identify their gift 
with a particular program in which they 
have a special interest may sponsor gift 
opportunities in that area. For example, a 
full scholarship gift of $4,500 (includes 
room, board and fees) or a full tuition 
scholarship of $2,500 will carry the name 
of the donor during the academic year for 
which it is funded. 
Similar gift opportunities exist such as 
sponsoring an instructor's salary, 
contributing to the library and aiding an 
athletic team 
A gift of $1 ,000 or more qualifies for 
membership in the Trinity Founders 
Society and gifts of $150 to $999 brings 
membership in the Anniversary Club. 
Trinity's 150th year will be in 1973. A 
year ago there were 72 Founders and 358 
who joined the Anniversary group. 
"Full support for our annual giving 
fund is crucial," said chairman Shaw "to 
(see GIVING, page 4) 
New Route to Degree 
Approved by F acuity 
The Trinity faculty has approved a 
unique program that would lead to a 
bachelor's degree in a way other than the 
traditional accumulation of course 
credits. 
In another phase of an innovative 
curriculum program which was adopted 
in 1969 the Alternate Degree-Program, as 
it is called, continues Trinity's policy of 
shifting major educational responsibility 
to the student. The target date for 
implementation of the program is 
September 1972. 
Under the ADP, freshmen may qualify 
for a bachelor's degree by passing two 
sets of examinations without enrolling in 
the normal sequence of courses. This 
alternate route to a B.A. involves 
Enthusiastic Alumni 
Attend '71 Reunion 
completion of examinations designed to 
test the student's general familiarity with 
broad areas of knowledge and of 
examin!ltions and projects in a major and 
can be completed in varying numbers of 
years. 
In commenting upon the program, 
President Lockwood said: "The 
development of this program recognizes 
the differences in intellectual motivation 
and the pace at which students mature. It 
represents a provocative, new approach to 
the measurement of academic 
achievement by means other than the 
accumulation of a certain number of 
courses. In opening another option to 
students, this Alternate Degree-Program 
will come to grips with the question of 
just what we hope the undergraduate 
should learn in a liberal arts college." 
Adding to approaches adopted in a 
new curriculum in 1969, the program 
places emphasis on self-education under 
guidance from faculty members drawn 
Reunion Weekend, which was attended from all the departments of the College. 
by several hundred fairly noisy alumni, A student electing the program will nof 
started early Friday morning-at face the normal requirements for 
approximately 9:30 to be exact-when graduation but will demonstrate through 
some members of a class who shall remain examinations and projects, his basic grasp 
nameless requested ice. For the rest of of principles, modes of inquiry, concepts, 
the weekend, there may have been a chill and knowledge. He will proceed at his 
in the air and in glasses but the warmth of own pace, attending classes and using the 
the reunion was unmistakable. There educational resources of the institution as 
were also some highlights of a more his own educational needs dictate. 
serious and thought-provoking nature, A faculty committee will work during 
however, just to prove that it was not all~ce of the year preparing in detail 
fun and frolic. · the procedures and methods to be used. 
The top event of Friday evening was As Lockwood observed-, "This program 
the Immortals' Dinner at the Hartford represents an exciting variation designed 
Club. The Immortals are those alumni for highly motivated and talented 
who represent classes graduated more students. who wish to develop a 
than 50 years. For the first time, the self-confidence in learning by proceeding 
usually stag dinner was coeducational. in an independent manner, drawing 
The prime mover in this unprecedented (see ADP, page 4) 
step was Syd Pinney '18. 
On Saturday morning in the Goodwin 
Theatre, Carl "Skip" Schumacher of the 
Class of 1965, who was operations officer 
of the intelligence ship U.S.S. Pueblo, 
spoke to a large group of alumni. 
Schumacher. whose book on the incident 
was reviewed in the Reporter in the 
March 1971 issue, said that the incident, 
in his opinion, raises two moral questions, 
which he wanted to leave with the 
homecoming audience: Was Commander 
Bucher right or wrong in surrendering the 
ship? What should have been the conduct 
of the crew while detained in North 
Korea? Schumacher's account of the 
"cruise" which, during the first days, was 
rather "boring," the boarding attempt by 
the North Koreans, the capture, the 
detention, the brutality and the so-called 
"confessions" was articulate, descriptive 
and moving. 
A panel discussion on the Arts 
followed with Professor John Dando as 
moderator and William C. Bendig '53, 
Louis Berrone, Jr. '54 and Professor 
Mitchel N. Pappas of the Arts 
Department as panelists. Some of the 
views discussed were government subsidy 
of the arts, artists working for communal 
(see REUNION, page 3) 
Tenure Question 
-To Be Studied 
One of the by-products of the stresses 
and strain~ of the 1970s on higher 
education is the rekindling · of the 
controversy over faculty tenure. ' 
Ironically, during the boom of the 
fifties and sixties, when the demand for 
outstanding teachers greatly exceeded tJ-.e 
supply, many institutions used tenure as 
the means to attract top flight faculty 
from other universities. 
Today many institutions, under severe 
economic restraints, find a tenured-heavy 
faculty restricting under conditions 
demanding rapid adjustments and fiscal 
cutbacks. 
Appropriately, The Trinity Tripod 
devoted a special insert in a recent issue 
to the subject and offered "Four 
Perspectives on Tenure." 
The contributors to The Tripod feature 
were Rex C. Neaverson, a tenured 
professor of political science and former 
president of the Connecticut chapter of 
(see TENURE, page 3) 
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OFFICERS OF PARENTS ASSOCIATION elected at the annual meeting October 23. 
Left to right: Ralph J. Taussig, Elkins Park, Md., representing the parents fund 
chairman, Willard W. Brown, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, who was absent when the photo was 
taken; Frank K. Griesinger, Gates Mills, Ohio, president; Arthur 0. Black, Jr., Butler, 
Pa., secretary; and Robert K. Mooney, West Hartford, vice ·president. 
: -
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Parents Weekend Well Attended; 
Seminars, Dinner Prove Popular 
By Paul M. Sachner '72 
This year's Parents Weekend, held on 
the weekend of Oct. 22-24, was a great 
success. Approximately 1000 parents 
came to the campus, 600 of whom 
attended a Friday night dinner at the 
Hartford Hilton Hotel. 
The featured dinner speaker was 
Presiden( Lockwood. He also in detail, 
and not without some humor, answered 
questions submitted ' by the parents 
relating to recent problems of security on 
campus, drugs, social events and others. 
President Lockwood assured the group 
that the recent wave of thefts on campus 
was a top priority problem with both the 
campus security and the Hartford police. 
He noted the possible connection 
between the robberies and the sale of. 
drugs and cautioned that in the long run 
students could best help by being alert to 
strangers in the dormitories and reporting 
them. He also stated the College was now 
experimenting with one-way peepholes in 
the doors so that people can determine 
who is outside before opening the door. 
A student-faculty seminar entitled 
"After Trinity-What" drew a large 
audience in the Life Sciences Center 
Saturday morning. Mrs. Paula Robbins, 
director of career counseling, introduced 
the panel and noted that there is severe 
difficulty in get!ing jobs because of 
economic trends and the post-war baby 
boom. Many college graduates are simply 
"bummi·ng around" for a while. She cited 
teaching jobs as the most difficult to 
obtain; ' wn1le' the highest employment 
opportufiitft;S) are pr'{}Serttly in banking 
and insurance. 
Joseph Bronzino, associate professor of 
engineering, noted the need for providing 
a scientific background in many new 
fields, especially those dealing with 
pollution problems, transportation and 
medical fields. 
David R. Singleton, director of 
admissions at the Amos Tuck School of 
Business Administration, explained that , 
fewer graduates are going to graduate 
school today; since the lottery system 
does not allow the student to escape the 
draft. He did see one exception to this 
trend in law schools, which are presently 
flooded with applicants. 
Alan C. Tull, assistant professor of 
religion, chaplain, and draft counselor, 
observed an increased mobility in 
employment- ·even parents are changing 
jobs more often. He felt that graduates 
were biding their time after coliege by 
looking for meaningful ways to 
participate in society. 
George C. Higgins, associate professor 
of psychology and college counselor, 
noted the importance of doing something 
meaningful and effective after graduation. 
' He concluded that education doesn't end 
by dropping out or leaving college for a 
peri<;>d of time. 
·Singleton felt a need to· blend two · 
experiences: a liberal arts education anti 
practical experience in preparation for 
the future. Just how this blending could 
occur remains an interesting but moot 
question. 
Another seminar was "Dynamics of 
Change in Our Society." The topic is the 
same one used this year for Trinity's 
annual series of Town-Gown lectures. 
Drew A. Hyland, associate professor of 
philosophy, · introduced the topic by 
observing that "our time, more than any 
other time, is characterized by radical, 
constant, pervasive and rapid change." He 
attributed this change to human nature's 
tendency to change and recreate itself 
throughout one's life. 
Hyland felt that today's Nietzschean 
and ·behavioral views of philosophy see 
man as having no human nature. He sees 
this trend as a crisis: "We cannot make 
rational decisions without a human 
nature." 
Samuel Hendel, professor of political 
science, observed that today's tactics of 
heckling among student dissenters "are 
dangerous and self-destructive." They risk 
permanent destruction of the democratic 
way of life. Yet Hendel also noted that 
"adults have the obligation to redress the 
evils to which young people are 
addressing themselves." 
Michael R. T. Mahoney, professor of 
art, gave a brief slide show and showed 
how the arts recorct'change. In art, change 
is a creative remodeling of what is going 
.on around us, according to Mahoney. 
The final seminar of the day was 
entitled "The Future of the Independent 
College" and was attended by over 100 
people. The general conclusion of the 
seven panelists was that in spite of 
pessimistic outlooks, there is a future for 
the independent college. But, in the 
words of dean of the faculty, Edwin Nye, 
"a college like Trinity must work hard to 
deserve it." 
Ward S. Curran, professor of 
economics, reviewed finances and noted 
that in monetary terms the future of the 
private college is bleak. "The crisis at 
Trinity is less grave than at many other 
Class of 1971 
Report of Career Counsellor 
On the basis of a questionnaire 
distributed to members of the Class of 
1971, Mrs. Paula I. Robbins, director of 
career counseling, reports on the 
post-college activities of Trinity's last 
graduating class. Her report follows: 
While responses were received from 
only two-thirds of the 312 graduates of 
the Class of 1971, a fairly accurate 
picture can be obtained of what these 
most recent alumni are currently doing. 
The most popular areas were professional 
training in law and medicine. 
In both cases large numbers of students 
applied, particularly in the case of 
law-almost a third of the class took the 
law school admissions test and 32 were 
accepted. The great interest in law 
schools at Trinity is part of a nationwide 
trend. Law school applications have 
doubled in the past two years and law 
school has now become as competitive as 
medical schools have been for the past 
decade. 
Part of this interest in law school is a 
desire on the part of many students to 
become involved in social change a la 
Ralph Nader, and also many 'students feel 
that the flexibility of a legal education 
will enable them to be qualified for a 
broad variety of fields. For many, I 
suspect it is a chance to put off a definite 
career decision for another three years. 
Business school is still popular but not 
so much so as in previous years. The 
numbers of students going on for Ph.D. 
programs in the sciences, humanities, and 
social sciences have shrunk considerably 
along with the number of places available. 
Many students have been scared off by 
newspaper reports of the Ph.D. glut. 
The decreased percentage of students 
going directly into the military is 
evidence of the winding down of the 
Vietnamese War and the equities of the 
new lottery system. 
Of those students employed in 
business, almost all went into banking 
and insurance, the only two major areas 
institutions, but we must have increments 
in income which we have scheduled." 
, Two students, Andrew Fisher '72 and 
Michael Gilboy '72, gave a brief review of 
the new curriculum and both concluded 
that it will be a major force in attracting 
quality students to the College. 
The panel also discussed two task 
forces which were set up over the summer 
to examine Trinity's future. George W. 
Doten, professor of psychology, noted 
the necessity of discovering the needs of 
various groups on campus such as blacks 
and women. Robert B. Oxnam, associate 
professor of history, discussed the 
proposal of broadening the range of age 
at Trinity, of creating an "age 
heterogeniety" by means of an alternate 
degree program. 
The faculty will be discussing these and 
other task force proposals this month. 
At the annual business meeting of the 
Parents Association, officers were elected 
and the Association set $85,000 as its 
Parents Fund goal for the coming year. 
Ralph Taussig, representing the 
fund-raising committee, noted that this 
money was not a frill and that the parents 
can do no less in meeting this quota. 
A pair of soccer matches were held 
after the meetings and seminars, and 
some 900 parents attended a luncheon at 
the Field House. Later in the afternoon·, 
most of the campus retreated to Jessee 
Field to watch the Trinity Bantams rack 
up their eighth straight Parents Day 
football victory, a 37-21 upset victory 
over Rochester. 
which did any recruiting on campus last 
spring. Those few students who found 
teaching jobs had to put a lot of effort 
into their job hunt in order to find those 
jobs which they secured. In many cases 
they were not in geographical areas or in 
subject matter of their first choic'e. 
I would suspect that a large majority of 
the students who reported "no response" 
are doing what seems to be a current 
trend-taking a year or two off for travel 
and reflection, many of them finding odd 
jobs simply to make enough money to 
keep on going. 
The Career Counseling Office ·has seen 
an expansion in the nurnper ~f alumni 
who returned for career coubselmg. Many 
of these "traveling students" return after 
a year or two with a new sense Qf purpose 
and seek direction, either in terms of a 
permanent ·career-type job or further 
graduate education. 
Suisman Foundation 
Gives $3o,ooo Grant 
The Suisman Foundation o[ Hartford 
has given $30,00Cl'tb Tri'nity fot the 
establishment of the Samuel-c. Su1sman 
Scholarship Fund. · ' 
The grant, made in memory of the 
founder of the Suisman Foundation, will 
serve as capital towards an annual 
scholarship award for a 'needy senior who, 
in addition to solid academic 
contributions, has made a "substantial 
contribution in extra-curricuhir activities, 
particularly athletics." The scho.Jarship 
will go into effect in September of 1972. 
The grant was made in memory of 
Samuel C. Suisman, brother of Edward 
Suisman, chairman of the board of 
Suisman and Blumenthal, Inc. Samuel 
Suisman, known as one of the best 
all-around athletics in the history of 
Hartford High School, died in May of 
1970. 
The new Suisrnan scholarship is the 
fourth established at Trinity by the 
Suisman Foundation to aid needy 
students. Two scholarships were 
established by the foundation in 1955 
and one was established in 1962. All 
together the foundation has given Trinity 
$78,629. 
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PHI BETA KAPPA -Twelve members of the. Oass of 1972 were initiated into the 
honor fraternity in ceremonies November 13. Left to right, standing: James Sinnamon, 
Larry .Graves, Jeffrey Meade , Joseph Groden, Dean Hamer, Robert Arceci, ·Douglas 
Snyder, Greg~ry Sammons; seated: Alan Loughnan, David Rosenthal, Marc Tucker, 
Bnice Gwaltney. 
Ten:ure 
(from page 1): 
the American Association of University 
Professors; Steven Pearlstein '73, former 
editor of The Tripod; Hugh Ogden, 
assistant professor of English and one of 
the members of President Lockwood's 
special committee to evaluate tenure; and 
Edwin Nye, dean of the faculty and 
professor ~f engit}eeFing. 
De~m Ny~, ~ tenured professor, now 
looki.ng at .. tJie ,Polley from the 
administration's ·· viewpoint, perhaps best 
summarized the controversy when he 
wrote " ... tenure clearly cuts two ways 
from the standpoint of colleges and 
individual faculty members alike .... Any 
proposal for modification of the system 
must of necessity offer something in the 
way pf gain to .. both parties if it is to 
constitute a form .of acceptable change." 
While the ~dvant~ges of tenure accrue 
to the individual and the institution 
which bestowed the honor, the practice 
has some risks which must be assumed by 
the institution. 
It may find itself "saddled" in Dean 
Nye's words "with faculty personnel 
whose enthusiasm for and capability of 
teaching has declined." And more 
importantly, ped1aps the tenure system 
force& the. institution to terminate the 
contracts of some bright young members 
of the faculty simply because during 
economic· restraints there is no room for 
more tenureq faculty. 
Under Trinity's tenure system 
"untenured appointmerit is limited to 
seven years of full-time faculty service." 
Dean Nye said: "Of the percentage of a 
college's faculty on academic tenure (it) 
is generally agreed that 65 to 70% is a 
dangerously high level." 
Obviously a college must leave room 
for faculty adjustments to meet new 
educational opportunities or, in the case 
of present conditions, to reduce or freeze 
the size of its faculty in the face of 
economic adversity and uncertainty. 
The particular problem at Trinity that 
has come to the surface concerning 
tenure is that several younger faculty 
have reached their seventh year but with 
the size of the faculty frozen at 130 have 
found no room to move up. Contracts 
thus have had to be terminated with the 
individual faculty member, his students 
and the-College all feeling the worse for 
it. 
Hugh Ogden is entering his fifth year at 
Trinity and in a department which has 
66% of its faculty on tenure. He argues 
"younger faculty have been asked to do 
more in the way of experimental teaching 
(under the new curriculum) but the 
system that decides upon promotion and 
reappointment has not responded in kind 
but has rather hardened and solidified. 
We have become altogether too 
judgmental and not sufficiently 
developmental." · 
Championing the cause of the younger 
faculty member, Steve Pearlstein felt "the 
real tragedy of the present tenure system, 
it seems to me, is that we have nothing 
substantial to protect." 
He said tenure should be used to draw 
out the best in the recipient and 
advocates a "produce or else" stance. He 
calls for a moratorium on granting tenure 
(except in new departments) to get it 
below 66% and for people in Ogden's 
position "we should offer the option of a 
lectureship, renewed every three years, 
for as long as the moratorium is in force." 
Dean Nye pointed out that while a 
suggestion for a moratorium on the seven 
year maximum pre-tenure period has 
appeal for younger faculty members "it is 
· vigorously opposed by faculty . 
professional organizations such as the 
American Association of University 
Professors since it would constitute 
erosion of the tenure system." 
Profes;or 'Neaverson 'pointed out \ hat 
the reasoning behind tenure is linked to 
academic freedom not job security. 
Appointing a person indefinitely to 
· insure freedom of performance is not 
unique to higher education. The judicial 
system finds judges appointed for life, 
many institutions have "life" trustees and 
several corporations have presidents or 
chairmen of the boards serving indefinite 
terms. 
Said Neaverson, "The function of 
teaching at advanced institutions is to 
develop in students a critical judgment, 
responsibility and imagination, no matter 
where the argument proceeds. Academic 
freedom is at least as necessary to 
students as it is to faculty." 
But pointed out Ogden, "Those who 
stand in most need of academic freedom, 
young teachers ... who by nature and age 
are more revolutionary and 
outspoken-these men and women do not 
have academic freedom since that comes 
only when tenure is granted." 
Neaverson concluded, "Modification of 
institutions there must be, but as to 
principle, if the probationary period has 
been a thorough one (seven years at 
Trinity) and tenure granted after full and 
deliberate consideration, then flexibility 
should be no grave problem and the state 
of the market irrelevant." 
"To say it simply," said Ogden "we 
have lost sight of the human." And he 
concluded his hope was that "we might 
find ways to make our experiences in 
education more humane and human ... that 
we can as a small college see tlie. human in 
the midst of an age of violence and 
despair." 
No ·one in The Tripod insert advocates 
the abolishment of tenure. As Dean Nye~ 
worded it, "any educational institution 
which might seek to abandon tenure 
would find itself rather severely penalized 
as it sought to retain its superior faculty."· 
Wherein lies the solution? Perhaps 
Dean Nye, wearing the two hats of 
administrator and tenure professor, 
Grant Received 
For Landscaping 
A gift of $20,000 has been received by 
the College to landscape and beautify the 
area surrounding the award-winning Life 
Sciences Center and the new Connecticut 
Public Television building. 
Half of the money was donated by th~ 
Knox Foundation, a fund established for 
the beautification of the City of Hartford 
and its institutions, and matching funds 
by Robert C: Knox, Jr., a senior partner 
in the firm of R. C. Knox & Company. 
The beautification project was originally 
initiated by Miss Elizabeth Knox, former 
prominent civic leader, who had a lifelong 
interest in the beautification of Hartford. 
Receipt of the money is spread over a 
two-year period, this year and next. 
Phase I of the project will be started 
this month with the planting of certain 
species of trees that should be planted in 
the fall. Other trees will be planted next 
spring. The trees will frame the building 
and the open area west to Sui11ITiit Str:e.et .... 
Phase II of the project . will be .. {he .• : 
planting of shrubs along the south face of 
the McCook Math-Physics Center and 
some shrubbery · screens around the 
parking lots by Hallden Engineering 
Laboratory and South Campus. This 
phase will be executed next year. 
The project was designed by Johnson 
and Dee, landscape architects, of Avon. 
Class of ·'75 
Area Scholars 
Six area high school seniors- including 
two valedictorians-were named Capital 
Area Scholars and awarded four-year 
scholarships ranging in value from $5,000 
to $10,000 each, according, to }>resident 
:tockwood. 
The annual scholarship awards, 
established by former Trinity President 
Albert C. Jacobs in 1958, are presented 
to Hartford area students displaying 
"integrity, . willingness to work 
hard .. . competence ... and moral courage." 
The new award winners-all members 
of the class of 1975 - will bring the total 
number of Capital Area Schqlats stQdying 
at Trinity to 23. They will pursue studies 
ranging from engineering and biology to 
English and philosophy. 
Like Capital Area Scholars of previous 
years, this year's winners rank in the top 
percent of their class, were active in high 
school extracurricular activities and 
worked part-time during their high school 
years to pay for their education. 
The scholars were chosen ·by Robert' 
Eckert, publisher of the Hartford Times; 
Ostrom Enders, retired chairman of the 
Hartford National Bank; Edward A. 
Suisman, Hon. '11, a Hartford 
industrialist; John R. Reitemeyer '21, 
former publisher of the Hartford 
Courant; and President Lockwood. 
The total value of scholarships is about 
$45,000. 
The scholars are: Hoseph Anthony 
Calabro, Simsbury; Joseph Samuel 
Cohen, Manchester; Philip Demke, West 
Hartford; Jessica Grace Ippedico, West 
Hartford; Stephen Edward Potz, East 
Hartford; Hugh Yules Tamaren, Hartford. 
summed it up best when he concluded, 
"There is little that institututions of 
higher education can do to relieve . the 
situation without the cooperation of the 
teaching profession as a whole. Perhaps 
the nature of the issues will now be 
recognized clearly enough so that earnest 
efforts to reform the system can be 
undertaken with some hope of success." 
It • is in this light and with a similar 
hope that President Lockwood has called 
, a special committee to study the tenure 
question at Trinity. 
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Alumni Trips 
The Trinity College Alumni 
Association is sponsoring two trips for 
alumni and families. A week-long tr!tr to 
Majorca leaving March 18, · 1972, and a 
two-week tour of Russia leaving August 
16, 1972. The price for the Majorca 
jaunt will be $299* plus tax ; the Russian 
trip, $794* plus tax . 
In Majorca you will be treated to a 
welcome party, all breakfasts and 
dinners and special tours if you want. 
Your time is your own. 
The Russian trip features three meals 
a day , five nights in Moscow, four in 
Leningrad, two in Kiev and tw-o nights in 
So chi. You will visit the ~allet; op'era 
and a circus. You wilf . l(J.sq, :~.ee . a 
collective farm and have plenty ' ofi~isure 
time in all cities. All hotels are the best. 
For more · information, write. John 
Hey 1, Alumni Secretary, Trinity College, 
Hartford, Connecticut 06106 . 
' 
*Note, there is a supplement for those 
traveling alone as prices are figured on 
double occupancy of rooms. There also 
may be a reduction in price if the U.S. 
Government permits airlines to do so. 
Reunion 
(from page 1) 
welfare and methods of teaching art 
appreciation to children. 
One of the major attractio; s through 
the weekend was the exhibition of the 
Joseph Shulman collection of art in the 
Widener Gallery . There were 34 paintings, 
dr!lwings ·.and prints and seven sculptures 
by .. , Sl!Cli art!~~s: 'a$, ¥o(Uglia~i, ~fcasso, 
Pascin, Laurencin, Lautrec, Renoir, 
Hoffman and others. In addition, N. Ross 
Parke '26 had an exhibition of drawings 
in the outer lobby of the Austin Arts 
Center. 
Some 800 people gathered in the 
Memorial Field House for luncheon, the 
annual meeting of the Alumni and 
present.ation · of · awards.. ~he Cap~n . 
Trophy, presented to the outstanding 
area alumni association, was awarded to 
New Haven . The Class of 1926 
distinguished itself by winning two 
awards this year : The Jerome Kohn 
Award, presented to the reunion class 
with the highest percentage of members 
returning; and the Board of Fellows Bowl 
for outstanding contributions to the 
College and for the· greatest spirit and, 
class participation in alumni activities. 
Allen R. Goodale, who is 87, was the 
oldest alumnus in attendance for the 
second year and George Mannweiner '31, 
who came from Seattle, Washington, 
traveled the longest distance. 
The football game follo~ed . with an 
exciting 21-0 win over Wesleyan. 
Post.-game parties were heldJ!;l?efore the 
President's dinner~ :.l!t J he .,HQtflh $ .onesta 
which was attended by about 350 guests. 
Following the dinner, the Eigenbrodt 
Trophy, the College's highest award 
bestowed on an alumnus was awarded to 
John A. Mason '34. Also honored were 
John L. Bonee '43, Robert H. Boyle, Jr. 
'49 and Robert Toland, Jr. '47, who 
received Alumni Medals of Excellence , 
for rendering unusual .and significant 
service to their alma mater. 
After the dinner two bands provided 
music for some terpsichorean activity . 
There was traditional music for the less 
daring and rock-and-roll for those willing 
to risk some aching bones the following 
morning. A high spot was a joint sing by 
about 200 couples with the Trinity Pipes. 
The last couples left the dance floor at 
the wee hours of I :30 a.m. A fine time 
was had by all at Reunion '71. 
·!!•. ,(iii : 
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'72 Projection: 
Lower Rates, Higher_ Profits 
By Vyola P. Willson 
Business Editor, Hartford Times 
A slow and steady growth in the 
economy over the next year should 
produce higher corporate profits and 
lower long-term interest rates, a leading 
economist said last night. 
Dr. Eli Shapiro , chairman of the 
Travelers' finance committee, told guests 
at the annual Trinity College Ferris 
Lecture that corporate profits after taxes 
could rise as much as 18 percent in 1972, 
with before-tax profits rising 15 percent. 
"While the profit gains are large by 
comparison with recent experience, they 
still leave profits a modest fraction of 
gross national product compared to 
earlier periods," he said. 
But he warned that the Nixon 
administration will have to pursue a 
stabilizing monetary and fiscal policy to 
break the back of inflationary 
expectations "without the necessity of 
pursuing the politically unpalatable 
alternative of maintaining or increasing 
the current high unemployment rate." 
On balance , however , Dr. Shapiro said 
he expects continued improvement on 
the price and employ~rent fronts and on 
the general level of economic activity in 
the U.S. "I look for a nine percent 
increase in the GNP in 1972, of which 
roughly six percent will be due to growth 
in physical output." 
Dr. Shapiro, a former professor at 
Harvard Business School, said the main 
growth elements at work in the economy 
are consumption expenditures, with 
durable goods leading the pack; 
residential building; state and local 
government spending; increases in 
inventory and spending on plant and 
equipment. 
If the new economic policy is 
successful in checking inflationary 
expectations, a factor in boosting interest 
rates, Dr. Shapiro said long-term rates will 
drop. . . 
For example , AA electric utility rates, 
now yielding 7.45 percent, should drop 
to seven percent or a bit lower by year 
end, and yield between 6.35 and 6.75 
percent in the latter part of 1972, he said. 
"By the end of 1971 , Treasury Bill 
yields should . hover between 4.10 and 
4.5. I see little rise in these rates in 1972 
with rates ranging between 4.5 and 5.25 
percent by year-end 1972." 
"There is considerable evidence," Dr. 
Shapiro said, "that much of the rise in 
rates on long-term securities over the last 
two decades is the result of an upward 
revision on the part of both borrowers 
and lenders of expectations with respect 
to the rate of price increase." He said 
there is evidence indicating two 
percentage points of the increase in 
long-tenn government securities from 2.5 
percent to 6.5 percent in the past 20 
years has resulted from inflationary 
expectations. 
The result of the change in the 
economy should help ·create a strong 
stock market, but Dr. Shapiro said, "The 
market's uncertainty of economic 
climate, together with a growing supply 
of new equity issues, should keep stock 
prices from rising too rapidly!" 
Reprinted with permission of the 
Hartford Times. 
Ten Are Named 
Illinois Scholars 
Ten outstanding Illinois high school 
June graduates were named Illinois 
Schol~rs and will receive approximately 
$92,000 in scholarship aid over the next 
four years. 
The announcement was made by 
President Lockwood, and Dr. Daniel 
Alpert '37, Dean of the Graduate College, 
University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill., and· 
President of the Scholarships for Illinois 
Residents, Inc. 
This is the 23rd year that scholarships 
have ·been awarded to Illinois students 
under the unique -program offered by 
Scholarships for Illinois Residents, Inc., 
an educational foundation incorporated 
in 1947. 
Since the scholarships were first 
awarded in 1948, 227 students have been 
awarded Illinois Scholarships. 
Including those named, who entered 
Trinity in September with the Class of 
197 5_, there will be 4 7 Illinois students 
studying under the scholarship plan. 
The Class of 1975 Illinois Scholars are: 
John Charles Appler, Oregon; Bradley 
Earl Bacon, Pekin; Thomas Anthony 
Cangelosi, Chicago; Steven Edward 
Condon, Glen Ellyn; Stephen Anson 
Dickinson, Sterling; Charles Edward 
Gooley, Chicago'; Daniel Nicholas 
Milosevich, Ottawa; Cheryl Anne Smith, 
Chicago; Stephen Joseph Thomas, Peoria; 
and Ronald Mark Williams, Evanston. 
The Travelers Insurance Company's alumni grant program recently .awarded Trinity 
with a $3,184 grant in its plan for financial aid to higher education. President 
Lockwood accepted the check in October from John R. Price (left), Hartford branch 
office manager for personnel-administration, and William R. Martin, (center) manager 
for casualty-property personal lines: 
/l l .~ 
ALUMNI MEDALISTS-Left to right: -Robert Toland, Jr. '47 of Malvern, Pa; Rot>ert 
H. Boyle '49 of Croton.on-Hudson, N.Y.; John L. Bonee '43 of Hartford; and Charles 
E. Jacobson '31, president of the Board of Fellows, who made the presentations. 
Summer Youth Sports Program 
Received Favorable Evaluation 
Trinity College received a highly 
favorable , evaluation in virtually every 
area in its Summer Youth Sports 
Program The College's high rating came 
in two separate reports made by President 
Nixon's Council on Physical Fitness and 
Sports and the NCAA. 
Dr. James Frank, who is Dean of 
Student Services at the Medger Evers 
College of the City University of New 
York and was commissioned by the 
NCAA, stated that "The sports program 
at Trinity compares favorably with any 
summer program that I have seen. The 
program organization was excellent, and 
the program content was broad, varied 
and well conducted." Mr. Alex Maleski, 
who is the Director of National Special 
Services for the Boys Club of America, 
submitted an evaluation for the 
President's Council, and made an equally 
favorable report. 
The National Summer Youth Sports 
Program is federally funded through the 
President's Council and the monies are 
allocated by the NCAA. Last summer 
Trinity received a .thirty thousand dollar 
grant which was part of the three million 
dollar national budget. 
Over 450 boys and girls, ranging in age 
from 10-18 from Hartford, utilized 
Trinity's athletic facilities for six weeks as 
participants in the program which had as 
its goal providing professional instruction 
in athletics and spitable facilities for boys 
and girls who normally would not be able 
to have either. 
To this end, the summer staff was 
composed of -varsity athletes and 
professional coaches including four 
members of Trinity regular athletic staff: 
Bob Slaughter, Robie Shults, Jack 
Daniels, and Ed Miller, who headed the 
program Miller and the rest of the staff 
worked with youngsters in a variety of 
'individual and team sports emphasizing 
skills, teamwork, and self discipline. 
The summer program offered many 
other benefits to area youngsters outside 
the range of athletics. Medical checkups 
were required for entrance into the 
program and these were provided free of 
charge by · 21 Hartford area do.ctors, all 
alumni of the College. Both Frank and 
Maleski took special note of the alumni 
contribution to the program. 
Another of the program's requirements 
was attendance at various lectures given 
by outside speakers who discussed such 
varied topics as job opportunities, 
personal hygiene, and use of women's 
cosmetics. At noontime free lunches were 
given to every boy and girl. 
In commenting on the summer 
activities, Ed Miller commented, "The 
program was highly successful and 
markedly improved , oyer the previ9us 
year. Although the total number .of 
youngsters was less, the nu~ber. of ~oys 
and girls who attended the pr,ogram 
regularly increased. I think ·these kids 
have learned a lot about things on and off 
the athletic field." 
1 5oth Anniversary 
In 1973 ," Trinity will celebrate its 
150th birthday . An Anniversary 
Committee is at work making plans 
to commemorate the occasion. All 
Alumni are urged to submit any 
suggestions to help make 1973 a 
memorable year at the College. 
Please forward your ideas to the 




(from page 1) 
broadly upon the resources. of faculty , 
library and laboratory." -
A product of a series of 
recommendations _prepared during the 
past summer by special student-faculty 
task forces, the Alternate Degree-Program 
gives greater recognition to the vai:iety of 
individual student abilities and 'styles: In 
bypassing the course-credit path to 
graduation, the program calls for strong 
and careful guidance at every stage of a 
student's career while emphasizing the 
responsibility of the student to define 
and then to learn the significant areas of 
inquiry which he is expected to 
understand. 
Giving 
(from page 1) 
maintain Trinity's hallmarks of quality." 
Among these Trinity hallmarks of 
quality he cited "a distinguished faculty, 
a superior student-faculty ratio, a diverse 
and talented student body, an innovative 
curriculum, an excellent library, a unique 
cosmopolitan location for a small college, 
a beautiful campus, efficient 
managem-ent, tested tradition of 
scholarship and an outstanding post 
graduate record of. acceptances." 
A year ago alumni, parents, business, 
friends and foundations supported the 
College with a record $400,526 in annual 
gifts for unrestricted purpo~s. 
I' • 
Endowment Committee Report 
LIFE INCOME PLANS 
By Sydney D. Pinney '18 
Chairman, Alumni Committee on Endowment 
The primary purpose of our Endowment Committee, formed in 1954, is to 
encourage our fellow alumni and other friends to make gifts of endowment to Trinity 
College, which will in turn insure the continuation of a superior educational program 
at Trinity in the future. Very often gifts of this type are made through participation in 
our bequest and deferred gifts program. Since the formation of the Endowment 
Committee we have been very gratified to find an increasing number of bequests 
accruing to the College from the estates of alumni and friends. Most of these are in the 
range of $1,000 to $10,000 and a few are very large, such as the recent $2,000,000 
bequest of Charles A. Lewis, Class of 1893. In this article I wish to call your attention 
to an alternative or supplement to a bequest- a gift with a retained right for the donor 
to receive income for his lifetime. 
Trinity now offers several types of life income plans which meet the requirements 
of recent changes in federal tax laws. Not only is it possible to arrange such a gift in a 
way that will not reduce your current income, but the tax savings available will 
actually increase your spendable income. 
A life income gift is made by irrevocably transferring assets (cash, securities or real 
property) under a written agreement with the College or to an indepdent trustee, such 
as a bank. In either case, the agreement provides that the income produced by the 
entire gift is' to be paid to you for life and upon your death the principal of the fund 
will be used by the College for the particular purpose designated by you. You may 
provide for a survivor beneficiary, such as your wife, to continue to receive income on 
the full value of the fund for her lifetime. It is also possible to provide that the income 
will be paid to a friend or relative rather than to yourself, and possibilities exist for a 
combination of any two individuals' lives. Following is a brief description of 
alternative life income plans. 
POOLED FUNDS 
The College has established two different types of pooled funds for the investment 
of life income gifts. These funds are administered by the Trinity Trustee Finance 
Committee and investe'd with the assistance of professional advice. One of these funds 
places emphasis on current income for the life income recipients; the other is invested 
in a manner similar to the general endowment portfolio for an optimum 
combination of moderate initial income and potential growth of principal. No 
investment management costs are charged against the funds and if the securities 
increase their yield in the future, the life income beneficiary benefits by all of this 
increase. All income earned during each quarter !s paid to the income beneficiaries at 
the beginning of the next quarter. 
You will find this type of gift particularly attractive if securities with large capital 
gains and low current income are involved. The gift-ro Tr'ihityis crediteato the donor 
at current market value with no capital gains tax liability, and to the extent that 
securities have been yielding less than the pooled fund, you will immediately realize an 
increase in income. In addition there is an income tax deduction for the "present 
value" of the gift- i.e., the present value of the remainder ultimately to vest in Trinity 
College after life income to the beneficiary. This value is determined from tables 
supplied by th~ U.S. Treasury Department and is computed according to the sex and 
age or ages of those receiving the income. 
CHARITABLE REMAINDER ANNUITY TRUSTS AND UNIT RUSTS 
Charitable remainder trusts, either with an independent trustee or with the College 
acting as trustee, are separately invested and offer great flexibility to meet the varying 
needs and objectives of donors. The annuity trust is one which pays a fixed sum each 
year, and this amount must be at least 5% of the fair market value of the property at 
the time it is put in trust. The unitrust is one which pays a certain percentage of the 
fair market value of the trust assets as they are valued each year, and this percentage 
must be at least 5%. ' 
As with gifts to the pooled funds, gifts through the medium of a charitable 
remamder trust provide you with the opportunity to increase spendable income during 
lifetime,. avoid a capital_gains tax liability and assure a significant contribution to the 
future . of Trinity College. Since the trusts are managed with individually-tailored 
investment objectives, they offer donors additional opportunities'to determine such 
matters as type of income received and the tirlting of the receipts. 
If you or your.financial advisors wish additional information concerning these plans, 
I urge you to write me or your class member of The Alumni Committee on 
Endowment. This may, of course, be d.one direct or in care of. the Development Office 
at the College. 
Alumni Committee on Endowment 
Sydney D. Pinney '18, Chairman 
Allen R. Goodale '05 
Fr_ederick C. Hinkel, Jr. '06 
Lewis G. Harriman '09 
E. Selden Geer, Jr. '10 
Allan K. Smith '11 
Clarence I. Penn '12 
Kenneth B. Case '13 
Felix E. Baridon '14 
Bertram B. Bailey '15 
Elmer S. Tiger '16 
The Rev. Joseph Racioppi '17 
Melvin W. Title '18 
Harmon T. Barber '19 
Sidney H. Whipple '20 
Arthur N. Matthews '21 
Frederic T. Tansill '22 
Sereno B. Gammell '23 
Daniel G. Morton, M.D., '24 
Samuel C. Wilcox '25 
George P. Jackson, Jr. '26 
James M. Cahill '27 
Royden C. Berger '28 
Henry J. Uhlig '29 
Everett P. Strong '30 
Harvey Dann '31 
William S. Grainger '32 
Thomas S. Wadlow '33 
John A. Mason '34 
JohnS. McCook '35 
Stewart M. Ogilvy '36 
James N. Egan '37 
Robert A. Gilbert '38 
William S. Morgan '39 
Edward L. Burnham '40 
Joseph N. Russo, M.D. '41 
Richard Paddon '42 
John L. Bonee '43 
William R. Peelle '44 
Andrew W. Milligan '45 
William E. Hart, M.D. '46 
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EIGENBRODT CUP WINNER - John A: Mason '34 (right) displays the Cup with 
President Lockwood. Mason, a member of the administration for over 25 years and 
affectionately known as "Mr. Trinity," was t!:te thirty-third recipient of the highest 
award the College can bestow on an alumnus. 
Class 
14 Robert E. Cross 208 Newbury Street Hartford, Conn. 06114 
JOE EHLERS has just returned fronr an 
extensive trip in. which he flew from 
Anchorage, Alaska, to Leningrad. On the way 
he flew over the oil rich coast of Alaska and 
circled the North Pole. Contrary to popular 
belief, he saw many streaks of open water 
among the closely packed ice-floes near the 
pole. He found Leningrad fascinating. He also 
visited the Black Sea area, Samarkand in 
Central Asia and Lake Baikal in Siberia. 
15 W. Benfield Pressey 6 Parkway Hanover, N.H. 03755 
TED COWLES has at last decided to obey 
the injunction "Go West, Young Man!" He has 
moved from Easthampton, Mass., to Westfield, 
Mass., Apt. 9B, Squire Village, 342 Southwick 
Road, 01085. Westfield is about 12 miles from 
Easthampton, really south, but about three 
miles west. Ted keeps working, however. 
In the Reunion-Homecoming brochure sent 
us by the Alumni Office there was a picture of 
the campus dated circa 1900. Except for the 
torn-down baseball grandstand it looked much 
the same in 1911, when we entered. Also in 
Notes 
..... I!-.~,~ ,tt 
that brochure was a picture of the 1890 ·Musical 
Clubs, Fourth from the left in the back row of 
that picture was your Secretary's father, 
WILLIAM PRESSEY, '90, and at the extreme 
right of the front row was my uncle, ERNEST 
A. PRESSEY, '92, father of HERBERT E.P. 
PRESSEY, '29, and grandfather or,s:Jf~J,>ftEN 
P. PRESSEY, '51. Maybe there are~other 
connections with 1915 in that brochure; if so, I 
should be grateful if you would tell me. When I 
was Alumni Editor of The Tripod I think I 
could have named almost everybody pictured 
there, but the saddest loss I have suffered is the 
loss of memory. 
I have written JAMES F. ENGLISH, '16 , 
conveying the best wishes of our class to 1916 
when they reune for their 55th. If I remember 
rightly, we gave them the Lemon Squeezer 
when we were graduated. I think 1914, 1915, 
1916 were all classes that earned the Lemon 
Squeezer. 
Somehow one of those foreign picture 
postcards I use for promptly acknowledging 
communications from you fell into the hands 
of TED HUDSON, '14, whom you all will 
remember as one of the heroes of that 
never-to-be-forgotten 14-13 football victory 
over Wesleyan 60 years ago. Hud didn't know 
where my postcard came from. though . it was 
addressed to BERT SMITI~ . . Hud wrot~ me a 
postcard, regretting our not having .met· since 
1914 and his being stuck in .Glendale-, Calif.. 
too far from Trinity. Lot& of us live closer than 
Glendal_e but are just as stuck. 
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19 Clinton B. 1-'. Brill RFD No.1 Box 228D Tallahassee, 1-'la. 32301 
SAM TRAUB and his went off to Israel for a 
month. They have visited there previously. We 
know they had a wonderful trip. 
21 Beaufort R. L. Newsom 36 Waterside Lane Clinton, Conn. 06413 
LIONEL A. MOHNKERN has been made an 
honorary life member of the New York State 
Chamber of Commerce Executives, Inc. He has 
been a director of tqe organization for 14 years. _ 
His recent honor is the highest and.- niost 
coveted award of NYSCCE. The mid-winter 
session of the. organization will be held in New 
York · City- and the_ '1972 conference at 
....- Edgewood Resort, Alexandria Bay. As a most 
valuable member, there be no question that he 
will be very much in evidence and helpful as he 
always has been. 
2 2 Bert C. Gable Jr. 61 Clearfield Road Wethersfield, Conn. 06109 
GLOVER JOHNSON, chairman of the board 
of governors of New Roch.elle (J:\I.:Y.) flospit<:ti, 
on September 28 officiated at the (ledication of 
two newly completed buildings, an Extended 
Care Pavilion and an additional building to 
house nurses and staff members. As a token of 
New Rochelle's appreciation for his long and 
' distinguished service to the Hospital, the City 
Council named a street after Glover and the 
mayor presented 1to him one of the street signs 
reading: "Glover Johnson Place." Glover 
thanked the mayor and said he was happy it 
was not named "Glover Johnson Square." 
23 James A. Calano 35 White Street Hartford, Conn. 06114 
LLOYD E. SMITH has started what he terms 
"a new semi-career." Lloyd is the editor of a 
delightful pocket-size magazine entitled OLD 
STUFF. BeloW is bloyd's salutation to his first 
issue of Nov./Dec. 1971: 
"To Old Stuff-with love ... the words in Oliver 
Goldsmith's never-old comedy She Stoops to 
Conquer, say it well: 'I love everything that's a 
old ... old friends, old times, old mlj.llners, old 
books, old wines,' and we might add old things, 
old sayings, old wives' tales and, yes, even old 
jokes. 
We cannot bring back the Good Old Days, 
but we can and do look back at them-no 
danger of their gaining on us! 
Old Stuff is not kidding, it's not belittling, . 
it's not stale. Its columns are lively with variety. 
Roam at whim in these pages, yet find each 
new bypath or offshoot enticing . or 
enlightening. Jumping about from one old thing 
to another older, gripping each subject for a 
quick squeeze to get at the essential or the 
elusive element ... that, we believe, is Old Stuff. 
The aim is to be fun to read, fascinating to 
peruse. The proof is in the pudding whipped to 
tempt the palate of all who love or yearn for 
Old Stuff." . . / . , , , . 
Lloyd's adilress is 1720 Oaklawn Drive, ·' 
Racine, Wis. 53402. Why not congratulate him? 
Bishop CONRAD GESNER represented the 
Episcopal Diocese of South Dakota at the 
Consecration of Connecticut's Suffragan Bishop 
Morgan Porteus at Christ Church Cathedral in 
Hartford on Oct. 13, 1971. 
With heavy and saddened heart we report the 
passing of DOUG PERRY on July 13th. Doug 
was one of'our leaders who, with charming wife 
Betty, made practically all our reunions. He was 
a faithful correspondent and I always enjoyed 
reading his interesting, delightful and witty 
letters. We will all miss Doug, a courageous 
fellow, who loved life, Cape Cod, and his 
classmates-not to mention Betty whom he 
always referred to as his bride. 
After 15 years of residence in Southern 
California, the BOB HARTTS have moved back 
to Canada-to sunny Victoria, the c'apital city 
of British Columbia. You will recall that Bob 
became a highly successful businessman in 
Canada after graduation from college. It was 
there he wooed and courted his lovely Lucille 
who is happy to be back home again. Bob, too, 
is happy with their new way of life north of the 
border. I quote him, "Here, instead of rushing, 
the cats walk after the mice, and seem to do 
quite well." Now, Bob, don't tell me that your 
age is catching up with you. Their new address 
is 4659 Lochwood Crescent, Victoria, British 
Columbia, Canada. 
·26 N. Ross Parke .18 Van Buren Ave. West Hartford; Conn. 06107 
Us "T '26ers" are beginning to look forward 
to 'the great -pleasures of seeing one another, of 
visiting with our old College friends, and seeing 
the growth of Old Trin-not to be believed 'til 
seen, as we get together at our 45th Reunion in 
November. 
KEN STUER and "The Team" have been 
working faithfully and hard for a fine reunion. 
Any of you in doubt, think twice! It's getting 
later than we want to admit to sign up with 
HAROLD MESSER and come on in. 
We're sorry good ole MacBURNEY can't 
make i~ this year, but he assures us Godwilling, 
he'll be at our next. · 
All of us at T '26 express our deepest 
sympathy and love to dear Dorothy Sheehan as 
we learned of thll great loss she and all of us of 
Trinity have suffered at the passing of her 
dearly beloved BOB. 
Glad to hear NORM and Jean PITCHER 
were' able. to visit the MacBURNEYS- and 
hopefully KEN and Helen and the PITCHERS 
made the grand tour of the West this past 
summer. " 
Gratt;fu!ly, y<lur Secretary reports to ;: be 
making a slow but steady comeback after a 
"sabbatical summer leave" of 16 days in the 
fine Cape Cod Hospital in Hyannis, Mass. 
correcting a minor coronary-followed by 
another 15 days in our splendid Hartford 
Hospital, correcting two small blood clots in 
the lower area of the right lung. 
So, God-willing, we will be carrying on-step · 
by step, as do so many others these days. 
Joining with the rest of you, Vivian and I are 
looking forward to our 45th. 
27 Winthrop H. Segur 34 Onlook Rd. Wethersfield, Conn. 06109 
Although the responses to the letter your 
co-chairmen mailed concerning our November 
reunion was hardly overwhelming it was 
gratifing to receive several responses. 
G~NERAL JIM AMMERMAN sent his 
regrets from El Paso, Texas. 
LEE McELRATH is sorry he can't make it 
but does inform us that he has a grandson in 
the class of 1972. 
RETIRING after 50 years of service as an officer and director of the Phi Psi Building 
Association of Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity, Sydney D. Pinney '18 and his wife, Louisa, 
were hom~red ~t a dinner October 22·. Eighty-five alumni and their wives attended. 
• • t 
MAN OF THE YEAR AWARD, presented annually by_ the Trinfty .Club ofHiu;if9rd; is 
presented to Benjamin H. Torrey '59 by the 1963 recipient, David A. Tyler .~43. 
Torrey is assistant manager of the Hartford agency of the Connecticut General Life 
Insurance Co. 
DICK McCURDY -we haven't heard from 
him in years-will be absent. 
DANA VARNEY -another long time 
no-see-also sent his regrets from Santa Monica, 
California. 
~D HICKEY isn't coming up from Naples 
Florida but it was good to hear from him. 
DR . JOE BASHOUR and FRANK 
CONOVER also sent their regrets. 
Acceptance from STAN and VIRGINIA 
BELL included a very nice letter from 
Rochester. It'll be good to see them again. He's 
going to work on-BOB HILDEBRAND who has 
recently recovered from an illness. Good luck, 
Stan! 
ROGER HARTT and his lady are to be with 
us along with JIM and MILDRED CAHILL. 
Of course your co-chairmen, ANDY 
FORRESTER and your SECRETARY will be 
on hand with their better halves. 
And that, fellow classmates, is the extent of 
acceptances as of this mid-September date. 
Hopefully there will be some changes in plans 
for those regretting and that those who have 
not yet answered will do so in the affirmative. 
Originally a very small class, attrition has 
severely depleted the ranks of 1927. 
3 3 Ezra Melrose 186 Penn Drive West Hartford, Conn. 06119 
To fill the seat so ably occupied by our late 
beloved JOHN BUTLER will be a challenge. I 
will need help from all class members. Please 
send all and any "news" -about classmates, 
their offspring, grandchildren and . 
great-grandchildren. 
Currently the only item at hand is a Hartford 
Courant column of August 18 featuring Phil 
Acquaviva, chief of the Courant's photography 
department, in which he describes hi$ pleasures 
and techniques in the soul-satisfying (let alone 
gastronomical) art of bread baking. His picture, 
holding camera and sample loaf of his product, 
beams forth radiantly! 
37 Robert M. Keliy Hartford Board of Education 249 High St. 
Hartford, Conn. 06103 
JOE GRECO has now recovered nicely from 
a couple of operations this summer,-just minor 
repairs, reports Joe, who still teaches French 
and Spanish at the Robinson School in West 
Hartford. Joe isn't too happy about the student 
situation at Trinity, particularly the closing of 
the Trinity Air ROTC program. 
BRUCE ONDERDONK has been elected vice 
president of Connecticut Engineers in Private 
Practice. 
LARRY BALDWIN shared much news with 
your Secretary recently. His oldest daughter, 
Priscilla (there are two) recently graduated on 
the Dean's List from Colgate in the first coed 
class. Larry bought a 14-foot house trailer this 
past spring and enjoyed a great camping 
summer in Maine, Prince Edward Island and 
. New Brunswick;. "Next year ·Flprida or Nova 
Scotia or ; maybe both." The manager of 
publications and graphic arts at Hamilton 
Standard must get a pretty 'good vacation after 
31 years on the job. 
Charles I. Tenney, C.L.U. 
4 9 Charles I. Tenney & Associates 2 Bryn Mawr Ave. Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 
JOE LITTELL co-fo~nded a ' 'publishing 
company in July, 1969, · Clllied McDougal, 
Littell and Company with headquarters in 
Evanston, Illinois. The company specializes in 
literature and language texts for junior and 
senior high schools and colleges. Joe is living at 
2410 Illinois Road, Northbrook, Illinois. 
BILL BRAWLEY is with the Delaware River 
Port Authority in Philadelphia as manager of 
Field' Services of World Trade Division. Bill's 
home address is 115 Maplewood Drive, Maple 
Shade, New Jersey. BOB WILSON moved from 
Utica, Michigan to 6927 Abbotwoods, 
Charlotte, North Carolina. 
The · following classmates also hav.e new 
addresses. Dr. CLIFTON CHERPAC.K, 218 
Windemere Ave., Wayne, Pennsylvania. JOHN 
FARRELL, R.D. 2, Box 453, Far!n Road, 
Aberdeen, Maryland. SAM WAUGH, 990 Hulls 
Farm Raod, Southport, Connecticut. 
CHARLIE OSBORN, Box -352, Redmond, 
Washington. . 
53 Paul A. Mortell 508 Stratfield Road Bridgeport, Conn. 06604 
The Rev. DAVID DEAN is keeping busy as a 
chaplain to the police force in Springfield, 
Mass. He has the rank of captain and spends a 
great deal of time riding the cruisers in addition 
to his church work. 
DR. MANUEL SOARES has been named 
associate medical director, in the life division, 
at Aetna Life & Casualty. Address ·changes: 
WILLIAM MILLER, 1626 South Berry Rd., 
' Norman, Okla. 73069; ALLAN YOUNG, 952 
Hollywood Circle, Williamsport, Pa. 17701; 
CHARLES WHITON, P.O. Box 443, Setauket, 
N.Y. 11733; GLEN GORDON, 123 
Brackenridge Ave., San Antonio, Texas 78209. 
61 Del A. Shilkret . 40 Meryl Road ·south Windsor, Conn: 06074 
. 
BOB BELL has been transferred from Seoul, 
Korea to Washington D.C. with A.I.D. and has 
recently moved into a new home in Reston, 
Virginia (11226 Leatherwood Drive). BILL 
CRESSEY is an associate professor at the 
School of Languages and Linguistics, 
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. In 
the Hartford area, GEORGE LYNCH has been 
named vice president and managing officer of 
United Investors Corporation, a real estate 
service organized by the State's Savings and 
Loan Organizations. 
BOB HONISH has started private practice in 
internal medicine with a subspeciality in 
pulmonary diseases. He is also a new director of 
the Respiratory Section of the Department of 
Medicine. The Honishes bought a 91 year old 
house at 228 Radnor-Chester Road, Villanova, 
Pa. 19085. CARL ZIMMERMAN has been 
assigned to the Southeast Asia Weather Central 
at Tan Son Nhut AB in Vietnam. He has also 
been elected a director of the Guild of 
Carillonneurs in North American and is also 
chairman of its Special Committee on Tower 
and Carillon Statistics. 
65 David J . Graybill 2803 Brightwood Ave. . Nashville, Tenn. 37212 
BOB BANGERT is now at Barksdale AFB, 
Louisiana with the HQ 2 AF Inspector General 
Team. He and Sherri are recent and extremely 
proud parents of a boy, Robert William III. 
JOE BARNARD, II is in insurance sales with 
Penn Mutual Life, 355 Lexington Ave., New 
York and living at 196 Runnymede Pkwy., New 
Providence, N.J. 07974. 
BOB CAMP "just left a promising career with 
Arthur Anderson and Co to become a spiritual 
leader." He will initially live in New Mexico but 
eventually wind his way toward Berkeley. "It 
took several months to make the decision but I 
am totally at peace." 
DiFazio Campaigns at Crack of Dawn." Thus 
begins an article in .· the Hattford Courant 
highlighting LUCIAN DIFAZIO's hard-hitting 
and hru:ci-w'Otking fight for the Democratic 
nomination for Hartford's mayoralty. Facing an 
uphill contest with George Athanson, the 
machine endorsed candidate, Lucien presented 
a self-confident, young, and energetic 
appearance that carried over into his campaign 
which stresses regional development through 
more equitable tax structures, self-help for 
blacks (and whites!). Backed in the South End 
by the Italian community and endorsed by the 
North - End's black-owned Hartford Star, 
DiFazio stressed, "The city does not want a 
clown, · it wants a businessman, young, 
energetic ... " ln spite of his hard work, Lucian 
lost out in his bid and Athanson went on to 
sweep into the mayor's office. Lucian is still 
"hatching" at 73 Grafton Street in Hartford . 
DICK GOULD, formerly assistant professor 
of Jaw at the New England Law School in 
Boston, recently joined the Hartford Jaw firm 
of Go"uld, Killial\, and Krechevsky, of which his 
father is the senior partner. 
BOB HU.RWITZ, now married to the former 
Barbara ,Bergman, is a second year resident at 
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia. "Feelin' 
good," he and Barbara are living at 2011 Ferry 
Ave. , no. 21 , Camden, N.J. 08106. 
CHEDOMIR MARKOVICH, after joining 
The Connecticut Bank and Trust Co. in 1965 
and moving through several promotions, has 
been appointed manager of the bank's Fairfield 
office. Cl1ed and his wife and daughter live at 
380 Mountain Road, Simsbury , Connecticut. 
PAT PIERCE left the'West Coast at the end 
of August for Emerson College in England. His 
new address is Holmes Highfields, Forest Row, 
Sussex, England. 
RIESS POTTER VELD, in his second year of 
the Ph.D. program in philosophy of religion at 
the Claremont Graduate School, has been 
" teaching part-time in the Philosophy 
Department at Riverside City College and giving 
some time as staff coordinator for a local fair 
housing group ." He also writes that he and 
Katy , now living at 215 W. Eleventh St., 
Claremont, California 91711, expect to be 
three before Lincoln's birthday, 1972. 
FRED PRILLAMAN, after two years in a 
private Jaw firm in Springfield, Illinois, has 
joined the legal staff of the newly-created 
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. The 
Prillamans Jive at 1212 W. Monroe St., 
Springfield, Illinois 62704. 
Capt. JOHN E. RICHARDSON is attending 
the Air University's Squadron Officer School at 
Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Capt. KIM W. RHINE 
has been graduated from the USAF F-4 
Phantom pilot course at Davis-Monthan AFB, 
Arizona. He will be serving with a unit of the 
Pacific Air Forces. 
DICK ROTH, the proud father of a baby 
boy, Adam, since last April is a Ph.D. student in 
Educational Administration at the University of 
Minnesota. 
TOM SNEDEKER has been promoted to 
manager of the Corporate Finance Department 
at Kohlmeyer and Co. In addition to his work 
Tom has involved himself in civic affairs, 
serving as vice president of the Board of Junior 
Achievement, member of the executive board 
of Open Door, a drug education program, and 
member of Project First, a Title III project. Still 
more! The Snedekers are the parents of a 
daughter, Anne Phyte, and have recently moved 
into a century-old house at 2317 Coliseum St., 
New Orleans, La. 70130. 
BOB STROUD has left the Air Force after 
four years of precurement and contract 
negotiations at Andrews AFB, Md. to take a job 
"in a somewhat similar field" with Proctor and 
Gamble in Cincinnati, Ohio. Bob and Lynn 
have just bought their first house at 719 
Mannington Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, 45226. 
JIM WOODCOCK was graduated from 
Columbia with a masters in Business 
Administration and has started his new job as 
assistant portfolio manager with Commercial 
Credit Co. in Baltimore, Md. Jim is living at 349 
Homeland Southway, Baltimore, Md. 21212. 
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A year away from Yale Divinity School 
yielded some interesting experiences for PAUL 
LUNDGREN. He is now back at Yale Divinity 
School ' after a year teaching in northern 
Thailand. Paul made treks across the Mekong 
into Laos and also west to the Burma border. 
ANDREW HILLMAN, in his second year at 
Rabbinic School (Hebrew Union College) has 
this to say about his position: "Slowly making 
peace with the school, I Jove teaching about my 
faith, and have been spending a Jot of time 
working with the Southeast Federation of 
Temple Youth. Planning to spend the year 
studying in Jerusalem next year (if the Arabs 
don't overrun it beforehand)." 
KIRK MARKWALD reports that he is 
presently working with the Voting Rights 
Project of Common' Cause in Washington. 
OSCAR F. FORESTER, III is producer of 
Connecticut Newsroom (a four-night-a-week 
hour long news/variety program-at Channel 
24, Connecticut ETV, we think) although 
Smokey did not specify. 
WILLIAM F. CORDNER JR . writes that 
after nine months at Merrill Lynch, Pierce, 
Fenner, and Smith, he entered Navy OCS and 
was commissioned an ensign in August 1970. 
Six months of Supply School in Athens, Ga. 
followed, and he is now attached to the USS 
BROWNSON DD868 in Newport, R.I. 
JEFFREY WILKINSON says "Been 
wandering: mutual funds, factory work, bright 
young exec, construction work ; N. Y.C., 
Baltimore, around the U.S.A. with a stop in 
Mexico. Now-a eoek on -the New Jersey -shore:--
To graduate school in February or September 
1972 to write a book about political 
institutions and suggested changes." 
JAMES TYLER is "gleefully leaving Texas 
and the Army June 14. Working this -summer 
for the Delaware Task Force for the 
Reorganization of the Legislative Branch. I'm 
to write some institu tiona! analysis and 
historical comparisons to provide an impetus 
for reform. Will finally make my draft-delayed 
start at the University of Virginia School of 
Law this fall." 
DAVID SEIDEL received an MBA from the 
University of Chicago in June. He is now 
assistant to the treasurer of Dayton Hudson 
Corporation, based in Minneapolis, and is "still 
happily single." His address : 1920 E. 80th St., 
Apt. 227 , Bloomington, Minn. 55420. " 
After taking an MBA in finance from the 
Wharton School of Finance, MICHAEL 
MICHIGAMI reported to L.G. Hanscom Field 
where he is a production officer with the rank 
of second lieutenant. Mike and his wife, Judy, 
are living at: Chateau Marlboro, Apt. 135-12, 
B>oadmeadow Rd., Marlboro, Mas~. 
AL JURCIK received an MBA from Harvard 
University last June. At that time he was 
planning to join the Bond Department of 
Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. in New York. 
His new address : 45-17 Aster Lane, Great Neck, 
N.Y. 11020. 
JOHN RICE received an M.Ed. from the 
University of New Hampshire in counseling. As 
of last June, John planned to "receive a drill 
sergeant's hat this summer after completing 
Army Reserve Drill Sergeant School at Ft. Dix, 
New Jersey," then begin teaching in Fitchburg, 
Massachusetts this fall. 
DAVID POLLACK and JOHN MILLER 
bumped into each other last summer in an 
American Express office in Amsterdam. Dave is 
currently in his last year at the University of 
Pennsylvania Law School. , 
LLOYD (Tony) LEWIS is in his final year of 
study at Virginia Theological Seminary. Tony 
spent the summer of 1970 as chaplain intern at 
. Bellevue Hospital, N.Y.C., and the summer of 
197I as an assistant at St. Philip's Church, 
Georgetown, Guyana (South America). During 
the school year, Tony works at a settlement 
house and at St. Paul's Parish, Washington, D.C. 
GENE PAQUETTE received an MBA from 
the University of Connecticut last January. In 
April the Air Force (ROTC) called Gene for ten 
weeks of training at Chanute AFB, Ill., as a 
Missile Maintenance Officer; followed by more 
training at Ellsworth AFB, South Dakota. Gene 
says "The Black Hills are really beautiful-great 
hunting, fishing, camping, etc." 
PATRICK DAVIDSON married the former 
Leslie Anne Barry of Baton Rouge on Aug. 21. 
Currently Patrick is studying at the College of 
Veterinary Medicine at the University of Illinois 
and Leslie is enrolled in the College of 
Architecture. I 
70 Peter N. Campbell 350 Earlston Drive, N .E. Atlanta, Ga. 30328 
RALPH T. ROBINSON received his M.A. in 
psychology from Pepperdine University late 
August. He is now teaching at Mount Wachusett 
Community College in Gardner, Mass. 
JAY BERNSTEIN is studying philosophy at 
the University of Edinburgh, Scotland. Jay 
wrote last Christmastime : "This is just to say 
that I am indeed alive and well in OJ' 
Edinburgh- same 'Mad Jew' only now of a 
philosophy department rather than a religion 
department." I-A Randolph Cliff, Edinburgh 3, 
Scotland. 
SCOTT M. DONAHUE is presently 
"free-lancing." In December, he left his public 
relations job at the New York Telephone Co. 
and took off on a trip to India "to meet a Sufi 
mystic." From there he planned to go to Spain 
"for the Easter festival" and then on to Paris 
and London. Eventually, he will "apply to do 
graduate work in literature." 
JENNINGS W. HOBSON III is at the Virginia 
Theological Seminary. Jenckes apologizes for 
"no exciting news at this end." However, he is 
"quietly and happily pursuing my tw,o 
occupations, theology and marriage. No more, 
no less." 4754 Kenmore Ave., Apt. 304, 
Alexandria, Va. 22304. 
JACK A. LUXEMBURG is finishing his first 
year as a rabbinical student at Hebrew Union 
College in Jerusalem. "Working on a Master of 
Hebrew Letters with hope of obtaining a Ph.D. 
in Jewish Religious Thought by ordination date 
of June 1976. Have been supporting myself on 
a grant and doing some performing, including a 
U.S.O. type tour for the Israeli Army (I also 
played the American Consulate New Year's 
Eve)." c/o Hebrew Union College, 13 King 
David St., Jerusalem, Israel. -
JEFFREY B. PHILLIPS was in the Army 
Engineering School (at Fort Belvoir, Va.) until 
March 4, 1971. We heard that he is going the 
Jaw school application route. 164 Old Spring 
Rd.,: Fairfield, Conn. 06430. 
JOHN W. PYE is at Episcopal Theological 
Seminary. The book he compiled, Edwin 
Arlington Robinson: A Bio-Bibliography, was 
recently published by Trinity 's Watkinson 
- Library. It is based on the- extensive -conection-
of books, manuscripts, and memorabilia 
presented by H. Bacon Collamore collection. 
Congratulations to our first author. Box 105, 
E.T.S., 99 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138. 
JOE BARKLEY has been sent to the 438th 
Military Airilft Wing at McGuire AFB. New 
Jersey upon graduation from Maintenance 
Officer School in June. 
Lt. PETER A. BERGER is on duty with the 
Air Force at Thai AFB, Thailand. He is a 
weapons controller. 
GEORGE DUNKEL is attending the 
University of Pennsylvania and has received his 
M.A. after one year of study . He also was 
granted a National Science Scholarship for next 
year. He plans to continue his studies toward a 
Ph.D. in linguistics. 
ERIC AASEN is presently training as a 
municipal bond trader for Weedon & Co. He 
just recently acquired a used VW bus for 
travelling and/or living. He and his friends 
would like to congratulate the second seventies 
class. ' 
IN MEMORY 
HARVEY LATHROP THOMPSON, 1907 
Harvey L. Thompson , formerly of 
Glastonbury, Conn., died October 15 in 
Phoenix, Arizona. He was graduated from 
Trinity in 1907 and received a master of science 
degree in 1908. 
M~. Thompson was a representative in the 
Connecticut state legislature from 1929 to 
1930 and a state senator from 1933-1938. In 
1954, he became president of Wholesale 
Veterinary Supplies, Inc. in Phoenix. 
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Helen W. Thompson, 
of Phoenix , three children, and six 
grandchildren. 
ROBERT LOWELL MASON, 1908 
Robert L. Mason, 85, of Keene, N.H., 
formerly of River Road, Rocky Hill, Conn., 
died October 30 in a Keene convalescent home. 
Born in Lockport, N.Y., he lived in Rocky 
Hill most of his life before moving to Keene a 
few years ago. He was a 1908 graduate of 
Trinity ·College. While at Trinity he was a 
member of Phi Gamma Delta fraternity. He was 
employed by the Travelers Insurance Company 
for more than 40 years before retirement from 
the Life Change Division. He was a member and 
past master of Stephney Lodge AF&AM and 
the Rocky Hill Grange. 
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He leaves a son, George of Englewood, Colo .; 
a daughter, Mrs. Edward Pettit of Keene ; seven 
grandchildren and two great-grandchildt:en. 
JOHN MARTIN PARKER, 1917 
John M. Parker, who received his bachelor of 
arts from Trinity in 1917, died September 25 in 
Hartford. 
A veteran of World War I, Mr. Parker had 
been employed at the Travelers Insurance 
Company for 40 years. He had held the 
position of assistant secretary of the Casualty 
Underwriting Department until his retirement 
in 1961. 
He was a member of Sigma Nu fraternity 
while at Trinity . 
He leaves three sons, Col. John Parker of 
Stuttgart, Germany ; Robert Parker ·and Thomas 
Parker, both of West Hartford; a daughter, Mrs. 
Harry Schmidt of North Massapequa, New 
York; and 12 grandchildren 
JUDSON WILLIAM MARKHAM, 1918 
Judson W. Markham, who received his 
bachelor of arts degree from Trinity in 1918, 
died July 11. 
A lifelong resident of Connecticut, Mr. 
Markham most recently Jived in New Milford. 
While at Trinity, he was a member of Sigma 
Nu fraternity. After his graduation he entered 
the U.S. Army and attained the rank of 
sergeant first class. 
In 1920, Mr. Markham joined the Hendey 
Machine Company, in Torrington, Connecticut. 
He served in various positions and was named 
secretary and treasurer in 1935. He had been 
retired since 19 51. 
DOUGLAS SEYMOUR PERRY, 1923 
DouglasS. Perry, who received his B.S . from · 
Trinity in 1935, died July 13 in Tenafly, New 
Jersey. 
After leaving Trinity, Mr. Perry spent a total 
of 3 9 years with the Travelers Insurance 
Company. The last 18 of these years were as 
Regional Director of New Y ark City. He retired 
in 1964. 
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth S. Perry of 
Tenafly; a daughter, Mrs. Paul Cabot; and three 
grandsons. 
HAROLD LEON~RD S~ITJ!, 19?J 
Harold L. Smith, a former alumni trustee of 
Trinity from 1947 to 1953, died Auguest 17 in 
Greenport, Long Island. 
Although a member of the class of 1923, Mr. 
Smith received his B.A. in 1922. He was also 
awarded an honorary L.L.D. in 1958. 
Mr. Smith was a partner of Hughes, Hubbard 
and Reed of Wall Street, New York, and spent 
his career as a trial and appellate lawyer. He was 
a trustee of the Village of Scarsdale, New York 
from 1948 to 1951 and Mayor from 1951 to 
1953._ 
Mr. Smith served as a second lieutenant in 
the Army in World War I and was a member of 
Squadron A of the New York National Guard. 
He was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, and the 
Downtown Athletic Club. 
Surviving are his widow, the former Emma 
M. Tietscheid ; a son, Harold L. Smith, Jr. ; and 
three grandchildren. 
LOUIS SAMUEL STERNSCHUSS, 1929 
Louis S. Sternschuss, a member of the class 
of 1929, died after a long illness on September 
6 in San Diego, California. 
Mr. Sternschuss had worked briefly for the 
New Haven Register in Connecticut and after 
moving to the West Coast 22 years ago, as 
umpire and an instructor of umpires for the 
County Umpires Association of San Diego. He • 
was also a public accountant and operated a 
diaper service. 
In a recent tribute, Eddie Leishman, general 
manager of the San Diego Padres, praised Mr. 
Sternschuss as a man who " ... always 'helped 
kids. He'd work a game for nothing just to help 
a team on a league get started. He was always 
going out of his way to help kids, young players 
and young umpires." 
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Laura 
Dunham Sternschuss, and a sister, Mrs. Charles 
(Gertrude) LeBlond of Montreal, Canada. 
THOMAS ARTHUR KENNAN, 1941 
Thomas A. Keenan, of Towson, Maryland, 
and formerly of West Hartford, died September 
19 while sailing his boat. 
Born in Meriden, he lived in Connecticut 
until he moved to Maryland eight years ago. He 
was graduated from Trinity in 1941 with a 
bachelor of science degree and then from 
Harvard Law School a few years later. He was 
an Air Force veteran of World War II and was 
district manager in the Baltimore area for 
Emeco Industries, Inc. of Hanova, Penna. 
He leaves his wife, Mrs. June Lavirencc 
Keenan; a son, Thomas Jr. at home; two 
daughters, Mrs. Carol Cox apd -Mrs. Barbara 
Cook, both of Towson, Maryland : a sister, Mrs. 
George German of Middletown. Conn. ; and 
three grandchildren. 
,, 
Gridders Shut Out Wes; 
Post 5-3 Season Record 
Trinity closed out a successful football 
season November 13 shutting out arch 
rival Wesleyan 21-D before a chilled but 
happy Reunion-Homecoming crowd. 
Showing a stubborn defense that held the 
Wesmen four times inside the Trinity 15 
yard line, the Bantams achieved their first 
shutout, si1;1;ce 1964 and first against the 
Cardinal1>~it1.:e 1936. 
The seaspn started out on a sour note 
as the Bantams fell to a powerful Williams 
combine - which later demolished 
Wesleyan and Amherst by a 35-10 score. 
With Trinity leading 10-7 midway in the 
third quarter by virtue of a field goal by 
Quentin Keith, the Ephmen turned on 
the power against a young and 
inexperienced Trinity squad which had 
12 sop homo res in .the s~aFting lin~up. 
During the rest of the season, the 
Bantams seemed to save their best efforts 
for the fourth quarter. The second game 
against Bates ended in a 
come-from-behind (17-7) victory as did 
the Colby (30-23) and RPI (23-19) 
games. The latte.r one was not decided 
until three minutes were left in the game 
when two sophomores: quarterback Saul 
W iezenthal and wide receiver Ron 
Duckett combined for a nine yard TD 
pass. 
The Bantams were looking for their 
fourth victory in a row when a powerful 
University of Rochester squad came to 
Hartford. The Yellowjackets were the 
only team to defeat Trinity in 1970 and 
virtually all the pre-game prognosticators 
were picking Rochester to win in a 
convincing fashion. They were proved 
wrong, however; as Trinity rolled to a 
resounding 37-21 victory ' and in the 
process flashed the greatest pass-receiving 
display in the College's history. 
Wiezenthal passed for 328 yards and 
three touchdowns to set a new Trinity 
standard for passing yardage in a single 
game and Ron Duckett set two new 
marks by snaring 13 of h,_is aerials for 245 
yards (also a New England College 
Division record). 
The next week, Coast Guard defeated 
the Bantams for the first time since 1963 
when sophomore Steve Ciccalone kicked 
his fourth consecutive field goal of the 
afternoon with three seconds left to give 
the Cadets a 19-17 win. It was a 
particularly heartbreaking loss since 
Quentin Keith had kicked a 23-yard field 
goal only minutes before to give the 
Bantams a 17-16lead. 
On November 6, Amherst hosted the 
Bantams at Pratt Field. The Lord Jeffs 
scored the first five times that they had 
possession of the ball and rolled to a 35-D 
lead midway in the second quarter. At 
that point, the Bantams took control of 
the game and began what has to be 
categorized as one of the greatest 
comeback attempts seen in many a year. 
With 47 seconds left in the first half 
Wiezenthal hit Duckett with a five-yard 
pass to make the score 35-7 at 
intermission. 
In the second half, the Bantams took 
control of the game and exploded for 
three touchdowns and a two point 
conversion (a fourth TD was nullified by 
a penalty) and suddenly the score was -
35-29. Alas, the Lord Jeffs were able to 
strike once more winning the game 42-29 
but the Bants never gave up and the game 
ended fittingly with Trinity moving down 
the field trying to get one more score. 
The season's finale. against Wesleyan 
took the edge off the heartbreaking losses 
to Coast Guard and Amherst. The first 
half action, however, had more than one 
alumnus worried. The first 26 minutes of 
the game were played almost in their 
entirety in Trinity's half of the field . 
After the opening kickoff, the Cardinals 
drove, to the Trinity 26 before being 
stopped by an interception by Ray 
Perkins. A sputtering offense turned the 
ball .over to Wesleyan moments later and 
the opposition quickly moved down field 
to a first down on the Trinity eight-yard 
line. The goal line defense held again 
although the ball was finally turned over 
to the Bantams only a yard away from 
their own end zone. In the second quarter 
the defense came through with two more 
goal line stands, turning the ball back to 
the offense on the Trinity seven and 
eleven yard lines. 
With a· little less than four minutes left 
in, the first half, the offensive unit came 
alive and put 14 points on the board by 
way of a seven-yard dash around end by 
senior running back Dennis Lindeman 
and a two-yard pass from Wiezenthal to 
junior fullback Joe McCabe. Both scores 
were set up by pass receptions by senior 
tight end Whitney Cook who finished the 
day as the game_'s leading receiver with six 
catches for 87 yards. 
Early in the third quarter, Wiezenthal 
made the score 21-D by skirting the 
Cardinals left end for a five-yard 
touchdown. In the fourth quarter, the 
ball was once again deep in Trinity 
territory with Wesleyan possessing a first 
down on the Bantam 12-yard line but 
ohce ' again they were unable to penetrate. 
The Wesleyan game was a fitting 
tribute to the eight graduating seniors 
who began their varsity career on a losing 
team but lost only four games in the last 
two seasons. The offensive until will miss 
tight end Whitney Cook, co-captain and 
guard Tom Schaible, running back Dennis 
Lindeman and kicking specialist Quentin 
Keith. On defense, the Bantams will lose 
defensive backs Bill Foster and co-captain 
Ned Hammond, middle linebacker Don 
Viering and defensive tackle Jim Frost. 
The future seems bright for Trinity 
football with the return of 16 of this 
year's 22 starters next fall. In addition, a 
fine crop of sophomores will move up the 
varsity from an undefeated freshman 
team which destroyed its five opponents 
scoring 174 points to their 42. 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY COACH 
Jane Millspaugh watches her team in 
action against one of the seven opp'onents 
the girls faced this fall. Trinity's newest 
intercollegiate sport got off to a fine start 
ringing up a 4-1-2 record highlighted by 
shutout wins over Yale and Wesleyan. 
SOPHOMORE RON DUCKETT goes over the top on a kickoff return against Amherst. 
Duckett finished his first year on the varsity with 51 receptions and 732 yards which 
put him first in the New England College Division and fifth in the national college 
division ratings. · · · 
SIXTY YEARS AGO Trinity's football team of 1911 put together the first undefeated 
season in the College's gridiron history. A member of that team, The Rev. James A.G. 
Moore '14 (left) was..on hand for reunion and viewed a somewhat deflated football 
commemorating 1911's success with Karl Kurth, director of athletics. 
· Booters End with .500 Mark 
The Trinity soccer team took a giant 
step along the come back trail this past 
season by posting a 5-5 record. For 
Trinity alumni' who remember the days 
when the Bantam hooters, under the wing 
of Coach Roy Dath, never had anythiilg 
but a winning season the .500 mark 
represents a strong·improvement over the 
dismal 0-8-1 mark of the 1970 squad. 
More important is the 'possibility of a 
powerhouse in coming seasons because of 
the play of a host of sophomores this fall. 
The Bantams accomplished the 
turn-around season the hard way by 
winning their last three matches of the 
season defeating Coast Guard ( 4-1), 
Amherst (2-1), and Wesleyan (1-0). The 
win at Wesleyan was especially gratifying 
since the Cardinals had been highly 
ranked in the New England standings 
before the game. Sophomore Bill Brouse 
scored the only goal of the game on a 
penalty kick. 
Another highlight of the season for the 
resurgent Bantams was a thrilling 2-1 
victo~y over Middlebury which came in 
the final minutes of the game when 
Trinity scored a pair of goals to overtake 
the Vermonters. 
Perhaps the key to renewed success in 
soccer at Trinity is the strong §Ophomore 
line of scorers which gave the Bantams 
the offense missing in 1970. In ten games 
the Hilltoppers tallied 17 goals, 
representing a marked improvement over 
the five goals scored in the '70 season. 
Seven of these tallies were off the foot of 
sophomore Peter Heimann; in the M.I.T. 
gaine alone he scored all three Trinity 
goals. Another sophomore who came on 
well at the end of the season was Bill 
Brouse who wound up with four goals. 
With two years remaining in their Trinity 
careers, Brouse and Heimann are definite 
keys to future success. 
On defense the Trinity hooters were 
led by a veteran group who overcame 
mid-season injuries and were a big factor 
in the last three matches. Four seniors 
headed the backfield group, including 
co-captains Steve Hill and Bayard 
Fiechter, Bill · Whetzel and Skip 
Abendroth. Sophomores Ron Kaplan and 
Don Hawley and juniors Don Burt and 
George Spencer all saw considerable 
action as backs this season and should fill 
in for next spring's graduates. In the goal 
were two more sophomores, Bill Lawson 
and Glenn Preminger. 
Next year's team should get help from 
this year's successful 4-3-1 fl·osh squad 
under Robie Shults. Highlights of the 
freshman season included a 3-2 upset over 
Springfield and a final 4-3 win over 
· previously undefeated Amherst. 
All in all, soccer at Trinity, after a year 
in the doldrums, is definitely looking up. 
Winning seasons don't come easily with 
.the schedule Trinity plays, but with a 
little luck Dath stands a good chance of 
improving on his career record of 123 
-wins, 45 losses and 9 ties. 
